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Uncommon designs, influential colors, and functional surfaces.
liquidelements artfully poured floors bring seamless designs in dramatic looks for commercial interiors –
hotels, showrooms, restaurants, stadiums, casinos, offices, and retail spaces.
liquidelements is a brand of
resinous floors.

, drawing on nearly a century of experience in formulating and installing

Our extraordinary wall panels utilize the same technology as our liquidelements floors to bring even more design
options to designers across the globe.
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CLARITY, COMMITMENT & CARING.
We are accountable for our products through their entire life cycle, protecting and honoring
our planet by supporting the principles of green design. As members of the United States Green
Building Council, we help you achieve LEED certification. We are also part of the HPD Collaborative,
offering transparency on our products and showing our customers and end users that we take the
necessary steps to support a balanced, healthy environment.

Color influences, inspires,
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and speaks all languages.
Fresh and fun, brazen and bold, tart, tasteful, and timeless. What color are you?
See our classic color collections, along with custom options to meet design requests
or support company brand & identity guidelines.

This sleek, self-leveling floor offers depth and mood in a matte, satin, or gloss finish.
Smooth performs in any contemporary commercial setting, stands up to extensive foot traffic,
and available in a spectrum of color choices, including the Duo line with complementary
or contrasting color blends. Despite its rich finish, Smooth is resilient, scratch resistant,
comfortable underfoot, and easy to maintain.

smooth
REFINED
DYNAMIC
UNDERSTATED

University Athletic Room // Smooth in a satin finish
Provides this university sports setting with a seamless, sleek surface
in a custom color to match school colors.

SMOOTH
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Avignon Breeze

Capri Splash

Edinburgh Mist

Kilkenny Castle

West End Gray

Berlin Night

Halifax Rain

Brisbane Bisque

Auckland Moss

Londonderry Dew

Nairobi Brown

REFLECT
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Copper Storm

Smoky Rain

Black Vortex

Bronze Sunset

Chocolate Lava

Lake Azure

Molten Dawn

Fusion Storm

Reflect’s swirling, illuminated surface borrows its generous palette from the earth’s
metallic landscape. Reflect is offered in two finishes: Hammered, vintage and antique;
and Wind, tousled and carefree. All are resilient, comfortable underfoot, and easy to maintain.
A regular maintenance program is required to maintain high-gloss finishes.

reflect
REGAL
SOPHISTICATED
ELEGANT

Hotel Lobby // Reflect in a high-gloss finish
High design, high performance, this floor provides a busy metropolitan
hotel lobby with a glossy, resilient floor that meets the demands of
continuous foot traffic and wheeled luggage.

Adventurous colors fused with natural metals in this sparkling, glossy floor evoke iconic drama;
from the Vegas Strip to haute couture runways, this dazzling, resilient floor will ensure comfort
underfoot while remaining easy to clean and scratch resistant. A regular maintenance program
is required to maintain high-gloss finishes.

glitz
FLASHY
INTENSE
EXCITING

Hotel Restaurant // Glitz in a high-gloss finish
This haute city restaurant wanted lots of lustre along with a resilient floor
to handle heavy daily foot traffic.

GLITZ

Mineral Collection
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Black Sambuca

White Russian

Champagne Bubbles

Spiced Rum

Whiskey Sour
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Seashells
Spinning LPs

CAPTURE

A thoroughly unique, reflective surface that encourages individualism. Capture allows you
to set the mood and theme by locking inanimate objects in a rich, thick resin. Encasing printed
graphics and artwork gives designers complete personalization of the floor. While each Capture
theme is different, the floor remains resilient, comfortable underfoot, and easy to maintain.

capture
UNIQUE
VERSATILE
COMPLEX

Hotel Guest Room // Capture in a high-gloss finish, inspired by fashion designer,
Alexander McQueen. Capture allows designers and artists to be as expressive
as they want. Also part of the Artist Series, this floor delivers personality plus
along with a resilient, ergonomic surface.

Stone Age meets chic. Tumbled marble and natural aggregate options are set in a high-gloss resin
base to create a rich texture and natural look. Crush is an ideal solution for outdoor applications like
walkways, entrances and pool decks. Slip resistant and easy to clean, this troweled system elegantly
draws the outdoors in.

crush
BOLD
RICH
ORGANIC

Automotive Headquarters’ Lobby & Showroom // Crush
Crush is as natural as it is beautiful and mirrors clean, natural design elements,
as well as providing a slip-resistant, easy-to-clean surface that stands up to
continuous foot traffic.

CRUSH

Marble Collection
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Carrara

Carnico

Ciottoli

Black Levanto

Occhialino

Georgia Gray

Rosa Verona

Chiaro

POLISHED
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Rio Rancho

Pewter Gate

Blue Slate

Gray Fox

Raw Concrete

Taupe Coast

Red Marl

Gray Fox with Mica Chips

Sea Glass

The urban look of concrete with a smart, contemporary, mottled style, and a slightly
textured surface. Polished rivals its competition in appearance and performance.
Its earthy and intriguing colors are available in matte and gloss finishes.

polished
VOGUE
SUBLIME
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DIGNIFIED

Hospital Food Court & Waiting Area // Polished in a high-gloss finish
Healthcare environments require soothing palettes and strong performance.
Polished delivers with reassuring design, slip resistance, durability, and
an easy-to-maintain surface.

Wall panels provide intrigue and enrich spaces with the same unique, stunning
finishes as our floors – glitter, filigree and high-gloss, resinous designs ensconced
in easy-to-install wall panels. Handcrafted wall panels complement floors while
creating their own spotlight on vertical spaces. Ask our architectural representative
how we can help create wall panels for your next project.

wall panels
VERTICAL DESIGNS
COMPLEMENTARY TO FLOORS
EASILY INSTALLED

Wall panels are available in the same palettes as our floor systems.
Custom colors and designs can be created to work with other
design elements. We will provide samples.
Available on composite aluminum or MDF backer board.
Aluminum Panel size: 4' x 8'
MDF panel size: 4' x 8' or 5' x 10'
Shipped in flat panels to job site, to be installed by carpenter or millwork trade.

Transform ordinary into extraordinary. Our artfully poured floors, while still seamless,
reliable and long-lasting, create even more attention when we partner with individual
artists who produce exclusive, handcrafted, artistic expressions on floor surfaces.
If you are planning a masterpiece and one-of-a-kind space, our architectural
representative can talk with you about our Artist Series.

artist series
EXCLUSIVE
DRAMATIC
UNCOMMON
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finishes

Finishes give you even more options so you can achieve the look you want, along with

GLOSS MICROTEXTURE

GLOSS MICROTEXTURE

SATIN

This finish requires our Stonseal SK6-GT topcoat, which incorporates a high-performance,

MATTE

the functionality you need. We offer three standard finishes.

aliphatic polyurethane/polyurea topcoat along with a fine texture to offer improved slip
resistance, wear resistance, and UV resistance. The Gloss Microtexture finish is easy to clean
and does not require wax. Available with Smooth, Reflect, Glitz, Capture, and Polished floors.
SATIN
Silky, with an almost pearl-like sheen, this finish requires our Stonseal SK6-SF product,
a high-performance, aliphatic polyurethane/polyurea topcoat combined with a durable
polymer microsphere. This finish provides excellent wear resistance, UV resistance, is easy
to clean, and does not require waxing. Available with Smooth, Reflect, Glitz, Capture,
and Polished floors.
MATTE
Smooth and subtle, clear and flat, our matte finish utilizes our Stonseal CF7, which
is a high-performance, water-based, aliphatic polyurethane coating that combines
excellent wear resistance and UV resistance. Matte finishes are easy to clean and
do not require waxing. Available with Smooth, Reflect, Glitz, Capture, and Polished floors.
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Color and texture can influence perception. Our seamless designs
bring you the unique design elements you want without sacrificing
performance. Choose colors and textures from our Liquid Elements
systems, as well as from other Stonhard brands.

THICKNESSES
Smooth, Reflect, Glitz, and Capture are offered in our

We offer a 1mm option for our Smooth, Glitz Mineral, and

standard 2mm thickness. Our 2mm versions provide

Reflect systems for those applications where a thinner

a level, ergonomic surface that offers comfort superior

system is specified – stadium concourses, automotive

to a traditional epoxy surface. Our floors are self-leveling

showrooms and in some cases, retail stores. The 1mm will

and therefore require an extremely flat surface. This will

closely follow the contour of the existing substrate and

typically require more rigorous preparation by our

does not offer the same ergonomic and sound dampening

installation crew to produce the smoothest finish possible.

properties. Our popular metallic finishes, along with richly

2mm floor systems also provide sound-dampening

pigmented duos and natural micas, maintain their pop and

properties important in commercial spaces.

distinctive appearance even in a thinner application.

Note: This applies to our self-leveling systems only.

TRANSITIONS
Where a flush transition is desired, please contact your
local Liquid Elements representative for recommendations.
Reno T

Reno U

Recommended transition for all Liquid Elements
systems between systems of similar height.

Recommended transitions for Liquid Elements
self-levelers when transitioning to tile or other
flooring systems of different height.

Schiene

Dilex BWB

Recommended for strip designs and borders
in Liquid Elements Crush.

Recommended to use as an expansion joint
with Liquid Elements Crush.
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1000 East Park Avenue
Maple Shade, NJ 08052
p 877.642.7243
liquidelements.com
a brand of

Stonhard is a global brand, manufacturing and installing floors,
walls and linings anywhere in the world. Stonhard represents
three brands of solutions, Stonhard, Liquid Elements and Expanko.
stonhard.com
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